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NASIG’s newest committee, the NASIG Standards
Committee, came into existence in August of 2016, with
one of its aims being the sharing of information about
changes in standards that affect the NASIG community.
To this end, the Standards Committee intends this to be
the first in a series of “pop-up” columns, written to
address timely topics or information needs, as they
arise. As the almost ubiquitous COUNTER reports are
on the verge of substantial change, the committee felt
that this topic would be an excellent place to start;
however, this column will not be exhaustive on all the
details of the forthcoming COUNTER Release 5. For
more detailed information on revisions to the COUNTER
Code of Practice, and the COUNTER project and
community in general, please see the COUNTER website
at https://www.projectcounter.org.

March 2017 for Consult, Check, Discuss; April-June 2017
for Review, Revise, Improve; July 2017 for Post, Publish,
Connect; and August 2017-December 2018 for Support,
Guide, Encourage. The final version of COUNTER 5 is
currently scheduled to be released in January 2019. The
development schedule is designed to allow librarians,
publishers, and other stakeholders to learn about the
details of the new code of practice and share feedback,
and for this input to be used in shaping the new
COUNTER 5 Code of Practice.
During the January-March 2017 Consult, Check, Discuss
phase, COUNTER held a series of free webinars about
the new Code of Practice, and distributed a survey to
collect feedback from librarians, publishers, and content
providers who attended the session. COUNTER
continued to accept feedback from the public through
April and the COUNTER website continues to be
updated to reflect the ongoing change of the process.

According to the Release 5 Draft Code of Practice
available in mid-April 2017, COUNTER 5 will have fewer
reports (15, reduced from the 36 reports in COUNTER 4)
At the last Charleston Conference in November 2016,
and fewer metric types (12, reduced from the 25 metric
COUNTER announced upcoming changes in the
types in COUNTER 4). For example, COUNTER 4 has JR1
COUNTER reports and described the goals behind the
reports for HTML, PDF, and total full text. COUNTER 5
new code of practice. COUNTER Release 5, known as
reports will not have HTML, PDF, or total full text as
COUNTER 5, aims to be less complex than the previous
categories. COUNTER 4 has metric types such as
one (fewer reports, fewer metrics), but still able to fulfill
abstract, audio, data_set, ft_epub, ft_html,
libraries’ need for consistent usage reports, as this need
ft_html_mobile, ft_pdf, ft_pdf_mobile, image, image,
evolves and changes. In addition, COUNTER aims to
no_license, record view, result click, toc, turnaways,
make it possible for more publishers and content
video, etc. The pared down COUNTER 5 metrics are
providers to become COUNTER-compliant.
composed of total_item_investigations,
total_item_requests, unique item_investigations,
The COUNTER 5 announcement contained a detailed
unique item_requests, unique title_investigations,
time frame for development and release: Septemberunique_title_requests, searches_regular,
December 2016 for Conceive, Design, Develop; January1
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searches_federated, searches_automated,
searches_platform, no license, and user limit_exceeded.
The intent of these new metric types is to capture the
value of, or interest in, a book or journal, as opposed to
the previous focus on counting record views, result
clicks, or tracking the clicks on abstracts, images, table
of contents, etc. Instead of tracking HTML or PDF
formats, the new metrics are tracking usage of items
and unique items. Instead of the turnaways metric to
track the amount of content library users want to use,
but are unable to access, no_license and
user_limit_exceeded identify the two reasons library
patrons are unable to access content.
While the number of reports and the number of metric
types have been reduced in COUNTER 5 in an attempt
to reduce the complexity of the reports, there are new
attributes being tracked. These new attributes include
Data Type, Access Type, Access Method, Year of
Publication, and Metric Type. These attributes can be
applied to some reports to provide more granularity.

types. Item reports will analyze at the level of article or
item usage. Mobile usage has been dropped as a
report, as it is increasingly more difficult to identify.
Reports for consortium usage can be generated via an
API, if consortium members’ credentials are verified and
if content providers are able to support SUSHI-Lite.
COUNTER 5 will also support the latest version of SUSHI.
Information about the COUNTER Release 5 Draft Code
of Practice is available on the COUNTER website at
https://www.projectcounter.org. In the content
covering the new Code of Practice, there are sample
reports to show what the new reports will look like and
how the metrics will appear. There is also a glossary of
terms, vendor declaration of compliance, guidelines for
implementation, audit review and test, instruction on
handling of errors, extensive mapping of fields to see
how reports in COUNTER 4 will be tracked in COUNTER
5, and the SUSHI API specifications. There is a wealth of
information, which will continue to change. Several
details currently on the website say “Under review.”

Data Type will examine usage by format. Data Type’s
categories are book, database, dataset, journal,
multimedia, platform or repository item. Access Type
aims to show the breakdown between Controlled
(licensed content), OA Gold, and Other Free to Read.
(OA Choice is a possible future category of access.)
Section Type identifies the “chunk” of the content used,
broken into Article, Book, Chapter or Section. Access
Method has two options, Regular (i.e., generated by a
human manually searching) or TDM (text and data
mining). Text and data mining searching is only tracked
with reports selecting this attribute- Access Method.
Other reports won’t include it as searching. Finally, the
YOP (Year of Publication) attribute will show the
spectrum of usage from most recent to past years. The
YOP attribute will also be applied to the no_license
metric to help identify what years of content patrons
want to access, but are unable to use.
The categories of the reports themselves are split into
Platform, Database, Title and Item. There is a Platform
Report 1 (PR1), Database Report 2 (DR2), etc. The Title
category includes reports on book and journal data
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